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ON THE TRANSFINITE DIMENSION DIM AND
ESSENTIAL MAPPINGS
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o.

Throughout this note we shall consider only metrizable
spaces with a countable base. By Ie we denote the Cantor set
and by In we denote the n-dimensional cube. The terminology
and notations follow [1].
Let X be a space and dim be th.e Lebesgue covering dimenSIon.

It is well-known that

a) dimX

= dimX x C;

b) dimX

~

n

iff

X admits an essential map onto In.

From a) and b) one can easily n.ote that
c) dimX ~ n

iff

X x C ad.mits an essential map onto

In.
In [2,3] P.Borst considered a traIlsfinite extension of the cov
ering dimension dim, namely the transfinite dimension dim
and extended statements a) and c) as follows (here we shall
denote Borst's dimension by trdirr~ ).
Let X be a locally compact sI>ace and a be a countable
ordinal number, then

a)tr

trdimX = trdimX x C;

)tr trdimX > a
onto HQ
C

( where HQ, a

iff

X x C admits an essential map

< WI, are Henderson's cubes ).
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Remind that for every metrizable space X we have either
trdimX == 00 or trdimX < WI ( see [4] or [5]). By definition
we have 00 > Q for every ordinal number Q.
Besides, P. Borst [3] constructed a compact space X with
trdimX == w + 1, which admitted no essensial map onto Hw+I.
Hence the extension of statement b) to infinite ordinal numbers
is imposible.
In [3, 6] P.Borst asked
Can the condition "locally compact" for a)tr and c)tr be
weakened?
We shall prove the following statements

Theorem 1. Let X be a space and trdimX x C

~ w 2 • Then

trdimX == trdimX xC.

Theorem 2. Let X be a space and

Q

be a countable ordinal

number ~ w 2 • Then
trdimX

~

Q

iff

X x C admits an essential map onto

HOl.
1. Recall some definitions and propositions.

A finite sequence {(Ai, Bi)~I} of pairs of disjoint closed sets
in space X is called inessential if we can find open sets Oi, i ==
1, ... , m such that
Ai C Oi C Oi C X \ B i and n~lFrOi == 0.
Otherwise it is called essential.
We have the following charakterization of the dimension dim
[1]:
dimX ::; n
iff every sequence {( Ai, B i )i:-l} of pairs of
disjoint closed sets in X is inessential.

Let L be an arbitrarary set. By FinL we shall denote the
collection of all finite, non-empty subsets of L. Let M be a
subset of FinL. For a E {0} U FinL we put

MU == {r E FinLI

a U rEM and a n r == 0}.
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Let Ma == M{a}.
Define [2] the ordinal number

O~rdM

iff

M == 0,

a

iff

for every a E L

OrdM == a

iff

OrdM

iff

OrdM > a

OrdM == 0
OrdM

~

~
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inductively as follows

OrdMa < a,
and

OrdM < a is not

true, and

OrdM ==

00

for every ordinal number

a.

Let X be a space. Put
L(X) == {( A, B) I A, B eX, closed, disjoint }

and

ML(x) == {O' E FinL(X)1

0'

is essential in X }.

Define [2]

trdimX == OrdML(x).
A space X is called S-weakly infinite-dimensional [1] if for
every sequence {( Ai, B i )~1} of pairs of disjoint closed sets in
space X we can find open sets Oi,~: == 1, ..., such that
Ai

c Oi

C

Oi

C X \ Bi

and

n~1 FrOi

== 0 for some m.

Otherwise, X is S-strongly infinite-dimensional. If X is com
pact and S-weakly (strongly) infiIJlite-dimensional then X is
said to be weakly (strongly) infinite-dimensional.
Let us recall [2] that

trdimX

=1= 00

iff

X is S-weakly infinite-dimensional.

Henderson's cubes and the essential maps are defined [7] as
follows.
Let HI == II, 8H 1 == 81 == {O,l},Pl == {O}, and assume
that for every (3 < a the compacta H{3, their "boundaries"
8H{3, and the points P{3 E 8H{3 have already been defined. If
a == (3 + 1, then we set
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Hf3+ I = Hf3 x I,

8Hf3+ I = (8Hf3 x I) U (Hf3 x 81)

and P{3+I = (Pf3,PI). If a is a limit ordinal number, then I<{3 is
the union of H{3 and a half-open arc A{3 such that A{3nH{3 = P{3
= { endpoint of the arc A f3 }, (3 < a. Let us define HO as the
one-point compactification of the free sum fB{3<oI<{3,

8Ho

= HO \

U{3<o(H{3 \ 8H{3),

and let Po be the compactifying point.
A map f : X ---+ HO is called essential if every continu
ous extension to X of the restriction fIJ-18HOt maps X onto
HO,a < WI.
2. We need some lemmas in order to prove theorems 1, 2.

Lemma 1. [2, 3]. Let X be a space.
1) trdimX

= 00

iff

trdimX x C =

2) let A be a closed subset of X

trdimA

~

J

00.

then

trdimX.

Lemma 2. [8]. Let X be a S-weakly infinite-dimensional space.
Then there exists a weakly infinite-dimensional compact space
Y such that Y :J X and
trdimY

~

trdimX.

Lemma 3. Let X, Y be S-weakly infinite-dimensional spaces
such that X C Y and trdimX ~ w 2 • Then
trdimX :::; trdimY.
Proof: In [4] Y.Hattori (see also [5]) proved the following
statement

(*) Let X, Y be S-weakly infinite-dimensional spaces such

that X C Y then trdimX :::; w + trdimY. Moreover, as
D.Malyhin remarked in [5], if trdimY ~ w 2 , then trdimX :::;
trdirhY.
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Note that since trdimX 2:: w2~, then by first inequality of
(*) we have trdimY ~ w 2 • The lemma follows the second
inequality of (*).
Proof of theorem 1.
Due to lemma 1.1) we need to consider only case when
trdimX :I 00. In this case the spaces X and X x Care
S-weakly infinite-dimensional. By lemma 2 there exists weakly
infinite-dimensional compact space Y such that Y :) X and
irdimY ~ trdimX. Since Y xC:) X x C and trdimX x C 2::
w 2 , then by lemma 3 we have irdinlY x C 2:: irdimX x C 2:: w 2 •
It remains to put together the following chain of inequalities

trdimXxC 2:: trdimX (lemma 1 ) 2:: trdimY == trdimYxC
( statement a)tr ) 2:: trdimX x ().
The theorem is proved.

Lemma 4. [3]. Let X be a space and
number.

1) IfirdimX 2::

0,

0

be a countable ordinal

then X x C admits an essential map onto

HQ.

2) If f : X
irdimX 2:: o.

---+

HQ is an essential map of X onto HQ, then

Proof of theorem 2:
Lemma 4.1) contains the necessity. Let us prove the suffi
.ciency. If there exists an essential map f : X x C -+ HOt, then
by lemma 4.2) we have trdimX x C ~ 0 ~ w 2 • By theorem 1
we get

trdimX x C == trdimX.
Hence irdimX 2:: o. The theorem is proved.

Remark 1. (see [6]). There exists a compactuffi Y with
irdimY == Wo containing a subspace X with irdimX == Wo + 1.
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Question 1. Can one drop the condition trdimX x C ~ w 2
from theorem 1 ?
Note (see [3]) that if X is a space and
number < WI then

trdimX

~

Q

iff

Q

is a limit ordinal

X admits an essential map onto HOt.

Question 2. Is it true that if X is a space and
ordinal number ~ w 2 then

trdimX

~

Q

Q

is an

iff X admits an essential map onto HOt.

Remark 2. In lemma 2 in the case trdimX ~ w 2 we have

trdimX

= trdimY.

Remark 3. In theorems 1, 2 the condition "with a count
able base" can be omitted.
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